
Apartment Aesthetics
8 kinds of adjectives



The 8 adjectives video

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLKE82-meZA, we will watch this 
video in class together as a presentation phase, to understand the 8 
different adjectives. We will use a projector to watch the videos  and 
the links. The white board will be used to write the statements whilst 
presenting the flashcards and for corrections.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLKE82-meZA


Apartment Aesthetic tour 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vy0kriBb5o . Watch my new 
apartment in Korea video. The word ‘Aesthetic’ is defined as; 
associating with beauty or the recognition of Beauty.  From the 
definition of the word, in this context we use it as an Adjective. As it 
will describe the apartment objects/interiors. 

• Together with the class, we will break the term into a syllable for 
better pronunciation. (this is our warm up)

• Aesthetic has three syllable. We divide aesthetics into syllables: Aes-
thet-ics.

• We will watch the video on the above link to use sentences to identify 
the type of adjectives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vy0kriBb5o


The 8 adjectives 

• Seeing that we have carefully watched the video explaining the 
adjectives together with the aesthetic apartment tour, I will present 
apartment objects with a statement to identify the adjective. See 
flashcards



The proper adjvective

• Joan’s apartment is in Seoul, 
Korea. (the statement that will be 
presented in class to identity the 
proper adjective as the answer)



Interrogative adjective
“trying to figure out where I can place my 
ipad cases” will be a statement given to the 
students  together with the flashcard, to 
identify the  adjective.



Adjective of Quantity
“At the top shelf I have a bunch of Rrifle
paper” will be the statement given to the 
students  to identify the adjective of 
quantity.



Demonstrative 
adjective
“I decorated this space with some polaroid” 
the statement given to identify the 
demonstrative adjective.



Possesive adjective 
“My bedroom is quite simple



Adjective of Order
“The first closet is dedicated to all my black 
clothes”. Will be the statement presented to 
the students to identify the adjective of 
order.



Descriptive adjective
“The creative behind my room was inspired 
by a modern interior”. The word  creative  
and  inspired  will hint  that it is  a  
descriptive/adjective of quality .



Compund adjective
“ There’s also a four-foot table in my 
bedroom”. The adjective joined by the 
hyphen will be the clue  for students  to 
identify that it is a compound adjective.



Worksheet: Identify the type of Adjective

• The activity will consist of sentences in which the students  will need 
to identify the correct adjective on their own. These are not from the 
aesthetic  video we watched earlier, however still relevant to 
apartment aesthetics.

Place the correct type of adjective on the following:
1. Our building is almost a hundred years old, it has a lot of character.  (The students would need 

to identify this as an adjective of quality)

2. My flower shelves are from a big warehouse (The students would need to identify this as a 
possessive adjective)

3. We have quite a few storages (The students would need to identify this as an adjective of 
quantity)

4. In the summer time the tree presses against the window (The students would need to identify 
this as a proper adjective)


